Minutes of the

7th meeting of the ICA Commission on Mountain Cartography

Date: Friday, March 31, 2006, 14:00
Place: Bohinj, Slovenia
Participants: Manfred Buchroithner, Lorenz Hurni, Karel Kriz, Tom Patterson, Dusan Petrovic

Topics

1. Lorenz Hurni welcomes the participants.

2. Minutes of meeting of July 15, 2005 at A Coruña
   Approved.

3. Current workshop on mountain cartography in Bohinj
   The group express their warmest thanks to the Dusan and his team for the perfect organisation and their
   hospitality.

4. Bohinj proceedings
   The papers will be collected within the next 3 weeks. Dusan will print the proceedings in b/w and add a CD-
   ROM with colour pdfs. ICA-CMC will use part of its budget for printing the proceedings.
   NB: The proceedings are in the meantime (spring 2007) printed. They are available at the price of 25 EURO
   from dusan.petrovic@fgg.uni-lj.si

   - Sessions on Mountain cartography at ICC Coruña 2006, see:
   - Petrovic, D. et al. (2007): Proceedings 5th Mountain Cartography Workshop, Bohinj, Slovenia, 29th
     March–1st April 2006. Association of Surveyors of Slovenia, Section for Cartography and University of
     Ljubljana, Faculty of Civil and Geodetic Engineering, available at the price of 25 EURO from
     mailto:dusan.petrovic@fgg.uni-lj.si
   - Planned publications:
     - ICC Moscow 2007
     - ICA-CMC Workshop Lenk 2008
     - Special Journal Issue (Cartographica?) with selected papers

6. Discussion of structure of further workshops
   The participants agree that further meetings should also leave place for other kinds than classical
   presentation; such as discussion rounds, short demonstrations, break-out sessions for special themes. It is
   planned to take this into account in the next Call for Paper (Lenk 2008).

7. Commission chair/co-chair for term 2007-2010
   Karel Kriz and Lorenz Hurni switch chair and co-chair. The Austrian Cartographic Commission will send the
   official nomination of Karel Kriz to ICA, together with the new Terms of Reference.

8. Next meetings and workshops
   - Next business meeting at ICC 2007 Moscow
   - Next workshop: February 11–15, 2008 at Lenk, Switzerland; see:
   - Workshop 2010: British Columbia (Roger Wheate)?

Lorenz Hurni, ETH Zurich, April 30, 2007
Chairman of the ICA Commission on Mountain Cartography